Single-Step Laser Plasmonic Coloration of Metal Films.
Utilization of structural colors produced by nanosized optical antennas is expected to revolutionize the current display technologies based on an inkjet or a pigmentation-based color printing. Meanwhile, the versatile color-mapping strategy combining the fast single-step single-substrate fabrication cycle with low-cost scalable operation is still missing. We propose lithography-free pure optical approach based on a direct local ablative reshaping of the gold film with nanojoule (nJ)-energy femtosecond laser pulses. Plasmon-color printing at a resolution up to 2.5 × 104 dots per inch satisfying the current visualization demands and data storage capacity is achieved. By controlling only the applied pulse energy, wide gamut of colors in scattering regime was reproduced via tuning the size of the printed nanovoids, which have a polarization- and shape-dependent localized plasmon-mediated scattering. Additionally, brightness of a single pixel was gradually adjusted via varying of the spacing between the printed nanovoids. The presented experimental demonstration opens a new direction toward plasmon-color printing for various applications where durability is required: low-cost cryptography, security tagging, and ultracompact optical data storage.